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Stuck in the Middle
Gerry Rafferty was a prophet, ahead of his

time, clowns to the left of me, jokers to the right,
here I am. Here we are, mere months from the
election and the exulted one, Senator Obama
is starting to turn into your standard politician.
Once he put the flag pin back on his lapel I
knew we were screwed. He’s slowly but surely
going back on every promise he made during
his drawn out battle with Hillary. He wants to
get himself squarely in the middle of every issue
he may face and abandon his leftist ideals that
made him worth watching. He had promise, said
he would not resort to politics and I believed
him. Now he has to placate the undecided idiots
who last voted not once but twice for the Big W
and hold their hands in the safe and comfy middle. Well, staying in the middle won’t get a damn
thing changed. Instead, we’ll get four more
years of the same bullshit, sure you can still get
an abortion but you’ll have to pay $5 a gallon to
drive to the clinic. By the time the election rolls
around you may not be able to tell the difference
between the two candidates.
Summer in Seattle is a super time. It came late
this year but a lot has already happened. First,
AK Films finally completed the almost short film,
Battleship!Battleship!Battleship! The film has already been accepted to it first film festival in the
wilds of the New York State. The New Kingston Film festival takes place July 26th. The West
Coast premiere should take place Labor Day
Weekend; stay tuned for details. We are extremely proud of all the effort done on the film
and a Bigitup for all the actors and crew who
took part. The next film project was discussed
recently in a meeting at the Tractor Tavern. Expect a love story mixed with backpacks, fanny
packs, action, adventure and sexually transmitted infections (STI).

by Doctor Gonzo
set Bowl closed forever; Ray Ray Rocker the
Cow Skin Knocker came out of the closet; the
Gooch and Paul-E did their Easy Rider routine
down the coast; Huskyboy and Meg finally got
the deck they always wanted; a new talk show
entitled, The Cocktail Hour, is in the pre-production; Cash signed up for Pee-Wee football in the
fall; the Bastards of Omaha begin practice next
week for an upcoming 40th birthday party; and
gas remains more expensive than a rum and
coke at the Mug-Shot in Wasilla.
Radio Khaos records is proud to announce a
new contest sponsored by Doctor Gonzo Presents. All you musicians out there get your chops
ready. The premise is to get as many artists/
bands to compose music for the lyrical masterpiece, Gravity Gun. JP and DrG originally wrote
the song for the now defunct band Complicity.
The members of Complicity did not know how
to compose music and eventually broke up. The
lyrics have been gathering binary dust for the
bast seven years. Those interested in entering
the contest should contact me at drgonzo@artificialkhaos.com. The lyrics can be found online
at http://www.artificialkhaos.com/Music/gravitygun.htm. We are eager to hear everyone’s interpretation of the song. More details to follow.
Best of luck to all.

In other major news, Brett married Chelsea
(see page 17); Alex married Veronica; the Sun		
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Now that the word “superdelegate” has lost
all its cultural currency, of course I’m going
to use it as the linchpin for my quarterly contribution. If you want your money back, talk
to the Editor. My endorsements follow:
*I endorse the notion that 30 Rock is better
than The Office. And if this needs to be settled by a Tina Fey-Jenna Fischer wrestling
match, then by all means, let’s settle it.
*I endorse Denard Span. I don’t know who
the Twins have to get rid of in the outfield
to make it happen, but if Cuddyer has any
market value…
*I endorse the new Five Guys burger joint that opened in Waite
Park. Better than Val’s.
*I endorse Mary Lucia. Playing Fugazi and Rick Springfield backto-back absolves the Current of a lot of its sins, although Kung Fu
Mike is very correct about the station’s ever-tightening playlist.
*I endorse the skinny guy with the funny name. But you probably
knew that already.
*I endorse booing the people who boo AJ Pierzynski.
*I endorse the new Okkervil River record, even though I haven’t
heard note one yet.
*I endorse the simple truth that hash browns improve every meal.
*I endorse pretty much everything the Vikings and Timberwolves
have done this offseason. That terrifies me more than a little.
*I endorse the current REM tour. They played “West of the Fields”
and “Disturbance at the Heron House,” for pity’s sake.
*I endorse the notion that folks like Donald Rumsfeld, John Yoo,
and Dick Cheney probably won’t be able to leave the United States
for the rest of their lives, lest they end up in the Hague.
*I endorse anyone willing to buy them trans-Atlantic airfare to test
that notion.
*I endorse Fat Tire 1554.
*I endorse Oklahoma City naming their newly-acquired NBA franchise the Flaming Lips. It only seems right.
*I endorse the following songs:
“I’m Amazed,” My Morning Jacket
“Believe in Me,” Sloan
“Self-Destructive Zones,” Drive-By Truckers
“Vice Rag,” AA Bondy
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I loved Vegas. I could live there. In fact if I turn up missing I will have assumed a ficticious
personality, possibly Hector Gomez and will be living in Vegas, working as a dishwasher or
other food service job.
Vegas is close enough to lots of other interesting things in the south west ie the Grand
Canyon which was also cool. It reminded me a lot of Sasquatch. Looking down into the
abyss of Sasquatch hills was a tenth of looking into the GC. Both were beautiful and worth
gazing into.
We hiked a little. We hiked into Thumb Butte in Sedona. the kids got tired and hungry and
hot and thirsty and bored. I liked it. saw lizerads and bugs and birds and lots of different
flora. I was amazed at how plant life changed with the altitude. If we went a little bit up the
mountin we got into the big trees, when we drove south into the valley towards Phoenix we
saw sugurao catucus. Where my brother lived we saw lots of grass and sage and, prickly
pear once in a while.
We swam at Slide Rock national park, maybe it was a state park. Was cold. The slide part
was hard on a guy and I left a little of my hips on both sides there. It was ok. I have lots to
leave.
[continue page 5]

Huskyboy’s Hexagon
Departments
What’s the haps AK folks? After a long bout of radio silence, The HuskyBoy is speaking up against
this rag’s ever-rising shit-tide of inane drivel supporting even less talented modern musicians, especially given this rag’s heavily upper-Midwest influenced bent. Hey, I know you all think it’s cool that
you had sex with Craig Westy against the stainless steel urinal in the men’s at the Entry, but how’s
that rather annoying chronic esophageal gonorrhea treating you these days? I’m here to implore
y’all to stop spending all your hard- or ill-earned cash on flash-in-the-pan indie rock BS just so you
can think that you’re “keeping up with the kids”, “staying current” or “have a chance with that cute
barista”. GIVE IT UP! I mean, if your plan is to use these Crappy Discs as coasters or mini-frisbees,
I’m just saying that these items can be procured for a lot cheaper. The readers of this rag are getting older by the minute, so it’s time for a long look in the mirror.
The first step is embracing yourself and your music. I’ve compiled a small list of stuff from a nice
little decade known as the 70’s. It wasn’t all disco, and Foghat did more than just “Slowride” folks.
I’ve included some drinks to go along with the tunes, so if you don’t know the drinks or are too lazy
to google them for yourself, go to http://thehuskyboy.blogspot.com/ and check ‘em out - I’ll get ‘em
all up there eventually. Much love, THB
[continue page 4]
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Beck, Jeff
feat. Rod
Stewart
Buckingham
/ Nicks

Shapes of Things
(iTunes)

Beckology

Grenade!

RAWK’ing version of the
Yardbirds hit

Crying in the Night

Buckingham /
Nicks

Orange Buck

Captain
Beyond

Raging River of Fear
(iTunes)

Captain Beyond

Captain’s Blood
Cocktail

Chaplin,
Blondie

Riverboat Queen

Blondie Chaplin

THB Original –
The Blondie
Chaplin

Crack the
Sky
Eagles

Maybe I Can Fool
Everybody (iTunes)
Try and Love Again
(iTunes)

Animal Notes

Rock and Rye

Hotel California
(surprisingly)

Tequila Sunrise,
duh

Fleetwood
Mac
Foghat

Fleetwood Mac

Tartan Swizzle

Foghat

Fogcutter

Frampton,
Peter

I’m So Afraid
(iTunes)
Gotta Get to Know
You
(iTunes)
White Sugar
(iTunes)

Pre-F’Mac, a must-have
record. When Stevie looked a
lot less like Sally Struthers…
Ex-Deep Purple/Iron B’fly
rock on the Allman Bro’s
label
My FAVE find of ’08 so far.
Like the Beach Boys “Sail on
Sailor”? That’s Blondie
singing!
Freakishly underrated popprog from WVa / Baltimore
From Randy Meissner, the
quietest Eagle, who sadly
quit when enough Frye was
enough
Lindsay B – what licks! What
a voice! What hair!
1st post-Savoy Brown record.
1st of 2 self-titled LP’s

Frampton’s
Camel

Havens,
Richie

What About Me
(iTunes)

The Great Blind
Degree

Head,
Murray

Say It Ain’t So, Joe

Say It Ain’t So

Dry vermouth
over ice with a
lemon twist while
chain-smoking
Camel straights
Anything “The
Man” doesn’t
want you to
Pilfered
communion wine

Hollies, The

Another Night
(iTunes)

Another Night

John, Elton

Mona Lisas and Mad
Hatters
Voice of Change
(iTunes)

Honkey Chateau
Wanted (1969)

Whiskey neat and
a Coors pop-top

Theme for an
Imaginary Western
(iTunes)
Little Boy
(iTunes)
Don’t Leave Me
(iTunes)

Climbing!

Mountain
Cocktail

Down to Earth

Bellini

Aerial Ballet

A shot and a beer
with a good, good
friend

Mason
Proffit
Mountain
Nektar
Nilsson,
Harry

		

A pint of
something
English, perhaps a
pint of gin and
tonic even
White Russian

8 (2)

Take THAT ‘Stones! We’re
talking about the alabaster
lovelies now! Oh wait- he’s
talking about drugs…
When timid Beatles covers
turned to Black Power…
Started career as JC in “JC
Superstar” on orig stdk. Later
wrote “One Night in
Bangkok”
A great song about desperate
Saturday nights.

Reggie and Bernie, the
Tunesmith twins
Sadly rockin’ for Jesus now,
but helped invent countryrock a la the Byrds, etc
A Nantucket Sleighride on a
pseudo-country prog-rocker
Brits who met in Germany –
what can I say…
Greatest musical talent of the
20th century, no big whoop…
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[Husky cont.]
Pretty
Things
Procol
Harum
Queen

Summer Time
(iTunes)
Conquistador
(iTunes)
Tenement Funster
(iTunes)

Parachute

Summer Beer

Procol Harum
(1967)
Sheer Heart
Attack

THB Original –
The Conquistador
Royal Queen
Cocktail

Rhinoceros

Along Comes
Tomorrow
(iTunes)
Both Ends Burning
(iTunes)
Waking Up Alone

Rhinoceros

Charging Rhino
Cocktail

Siren

Champagne
Cocktail
Just an Old
Fashioned, then

Roxy Music
Williams,
Paul
Wings

Nineteen Hundred
and Eighty-five
(iTunes)

Wright,
Gary

Get on the Right
Road
(iTunes)

Just an Old
Fashioned Love
Song
Band on the Run

Extraction

Anything with
Regan’s Bitters
(Gary’s, not
Ronald’s)
Harvey
Wallbanger

Mostly ignored Brit invasion
band hits stride in the 70’s
“Whiter Shade of Pale” was a
fluke piece of shite
Rediscovering this album –
2nd fave musical thing of ‘08
Why do the English do the
hard-rock/blues so much
better than us?
Jerry Hall as a mermaid on
the cover!
I love the short m-f’er!

Sir Paul shows his gruffer
side

Post- Spooky Tooth, preDreamweaver goodness

[Vegas cont.]
We swam at the Stratosphere. which was cool the pool was on the 8th floor and swimming amongst
huge skyscrapers and Vegas skyline is thrilling. Not risk your life leave some skin in the rocks like
Slide Rock but nice.
Airplane ride was fun. Kids like flying. I love flying. met nice people on the plane. Kim got a little air
sick, just nausea, she didnt have to use the bag.
I didn’t expect how nice everyone in Vegas was. People on the bus going out of there way to help
Japenese tourists. Beggars helping people find attractions and hotels. In my travel experience to
europe I didn’t always see that but every where in Vegas people where friendly and helpful. It was
contagious.
My Top three experiences where Sitting on my brothers porch watching the stars and drinking beer,
the Grand Canyon, and Vegas. So Vegas number one. food was good, service was good, wntertainment was good. Joe’s porch would be a real close number 2. Beer was great and free, service was
great and mostly help yourself, and entertainment was top notch (if the 5-o had busted up the road
rally the porch would move into number one) and Grand Canyon coming up third. The food was ok
the service was not great, but the view and the animals were top shelf all the way.
animals seen. Condors, Elk deer lizards bugs bats quail rabbits minnows squirls ravens sheep long
horn cows buffalo Big horn sheep.
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by Robert Goulet, Jr.

Goulet’s Corner: Where Robert Goulet Jr
spouts off on current events of cultural impact.
This installment, I’ve got two television shows
I want to tell you about, and two Ballard landmarks. Grab some Emerald Nuts and a pitcher
of Scotch, and read on:
Part 1. BSG
Battlestar Galactica, the new incarnation, is a
curious mix of drama, action, and metaphysics.
The Cylons this time around believe in a single
God, unlike their pagan Human counterparts
who worship the Lords of Kobol (“Gods damn
it” etc.) And it’s the Cylons preaching salvation
etc. So are you supposed to hate them? Are the
wandering tribes of Israel (sorry, The Colonies)
who lie, cheat, murder, actually worth saving?
It’s been consistently good, the special effects
are jaw-dropping, especially on high-definition,
and the characters seem real. Now it’s sci-fi, fantasy of course, but as someone who loved The
Matrix (and hated the sequels), loved Star Wars
and Empire Strikes Back (and thought the rest
was shit), who is torn between liking Alien and
Aliens (and thought the rest was shit), this—this
is something else. It slays me that SciFi channel
keeps pushing Stargate and Mansquito (they’re
cheap!) and other creature features when they’ve
got BSG. The series concludes in a few months,
with the giant drawn-out “who’s the last Cylon?”
It’s a red herring, it’s gonna be something like
“Humanity is the last Cylon”. Or it’ll be Duealla,
and she’ll blow up something.
Regardless, I’m still bullish on BSG, so I’m giving it my Buy rating. I’m partisan on this, and I
don’t really care if you don’t watch it. It’s a free
country (for now) so excersise that free will. But,
it’s nice and dark. (Speaking of: Dark Knight +
IMAX = I might have a heart attack, it’s gonna be
that good. (1. Make sure theater has a defibulator next to the popcorn machine. 2. Watch the
		

8 (2)

Features

coffee intake that day)
Part 2. Swingtown
A CBS show about swingers, duh. Part of what
fascinates me about this show is that our backyard neighbors growing up reminded me of the
main swinger couple on this show. She had dark
hair and would wear denim bikinis and smoke
skinny brown cigarettes (Mores?) while making
us PB&J sandwiches in their mod, Brady-like
kitchen, while he was working on his Mustang.
They both looked like they were straight out of a
Bacardi ad from a 1976 issue of Playboy. They
were awesome. They had a boat. They had a
waterbed.
Swingtown looks promising. The soundtrack is
good, the clothes and hair are all well done. The
best part of the show, however, is the stick-inthe-mud friend of the new-to-swinging-but-kindanot-quite-there-yet lead. This stick in the mud
is Jan (that’s Janet). Janet is perfectly played,
and so difficult to watch that we squirm whenever she’s on the show. If she wasn’t there, it’d
be PG-rated softcore, and what’s the fun in that?
Check it out, it might give you some ideas.
Part 3. Dennys and Sunset
Denny’s was an eyesore and an absolutely
worthless M*A*S*H unit of a restaurant that had
been slated for demo back in the days of the
Monorail (if you could’ve voted for a jetpack,
that’s what voting for the Monorail felt like), the
Monorail that would’ve gladly whisked my drunken ass safely and quickly to a baseball game, or
to West Seattle, but alas it was not meant to be.
It was a Pyrrhic victory that temporarily added
the joint to a list of historic places, an example of
Googie (Jetsons) architecture.
Hardly. The Travellers restaurant on Aurora
(with the overhanging slanted ceiling that Quentin Tarantino invented by will in some dream he
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[Milkshake cont.]
doesn’t remember)—that was worth protecting.
But alas, that wasn’t meant to be either. Where
can a guy get a bloody mary with his eggs
around here? The Waterwheel has promise,
yes it does. Don’t f*&k it up, you jokers.
Oh, and the Sunset closed. Double-f*&k. No
bowling in Ballard. Why don’t they just put a
FedEx/Kinkos there and get it over with. But
not everything is foul, no sir, there is:
Part 4. Golden City
Golden City is a time warp of a bar in Ballard
(and let’s hope and offer a silent prayer that
simply by writing about it, this doesn’t condemn
GC to a premature, condo-ized end). We enter the Golden City, next to the Scream barber
shop in Ballard, on Friday the 20th of June, for
a bachelor party for our comrade Sparkle. He
is off in some corner of this Asian-themed den,
with dark wood, western scenes and lit bonsai
tree artwork on the walls, drinking Jaegermeister or God knows what. They have Bud in
Cans on the menu, always a mark of a Klassy
Joint™. The jukebox is playing awful stuff,
Belinda Carlisle’s “Heaven is a Place on Earth”
before cooler heads prevail and something resembling Aerosmith groans away. There’s a
crazy Eskimo who is attempting to lecture me,
at length and unsolicited, on how weather patterns work, but the meth in his mind is making
this a very complicated endeavor. After five
minutes of this I simply begin agreeing with
him, but this just confuses and agitates him
even more. “No, you don’t understand...” Yes, I
do, I totally agree with you 100%. You’re absolutely right, and you make perfect sense. “No,
no…you just don’t get it…”
The first time I was there w/Dr G, we witnessed:
quite possibly the same Eskimo guy fondling
himself in the corner; a birthday party for a
stripper, w/many of her stripper friends there, a
very sad sheet cake, sadder decorations, and
		

some “retired” strippers presiding over the ceremony; and a guy who reminded me of Fenster
from The Usual Suspects, who used the top
of the cigarette machine as his dresser/medicine cabinet, arranging and fussing with no less
than: his wallet, his cigarettes, a lighter, a comb,
an ashtray, a beer, a container of prescription
pills, a cell phone plugged into a charger, and
(my favorite) a small bag of Oreo-esque cookies that he was munching away on. He’d move
around the bar like on a circuit, then coming
back every 3-4 minutes to check for messages
or eat a cookie. Sadly, both he and the cig machine were nowhere to be found this night. But
Eskimo Charlie was there, or his meteorological
cousin. And the short girl in the tank top tonight
making out w/three different guys in the course
of the evening might’ve been a dancer. And Kid
Rock at the bar with the basketball jersey, well,
I don’t even know where to begin. At any rate,
it was a fine evening, and it was local. If you’re
ever in town, make Dr. G (or me) bring you over
there. It is a nice place to spend a dreary Seattle afternoon. It’s Ballard.

Little Faces
Bigitup to one of our very
own. Our Foreign Correspondent, Burkita North
gave birth the to the lovely Tula Krystyna Kersten
at a moderate 7 lbs 1 oz.
Mom was tortured by the
socialist medicine for 24
hours. Eventually, they
got it right. Pictured right,
Tula expresses her feeling about her mothers
captures.
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Faces

The late great Sunset Bowl - RIP

The new Lake Uhlenkolts Outdoor Bowl

hello from dallASS.....
It was great to see all of you back at
Chief Sealth Reservation over the
fourth for Brett and Chelsea ‘s wedding.
Though it was as bitter as it was sweet.
As we enjoyed all the time we spent
with each of you that weekend, we were
constantly reminded of what we were
missing. We are now talking about how
soon we may get to return.....And just
incase you missed me as much as I
have missed all of you, I lend to you a
little piece as a reminder...........Love you
all,T, B and little miss to be
Ray Liotta - on set of Goodfellas
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PLAYBOY INTERVIEW: by Kung Fu Mike

BarackObama

a candid conversation with a guy who has a name that makes it hard to
get on a plane
PLAYBOY: You’ve succeeded in the bid for
the democratic nomination, you’ve beaten
Hillary like a Belmont race horse, now what
are you going to do?

PLAYBOY: No, because it’s an
anagram for ‘Back Arab Amo’

Obama: I think I have the votes necessary to
secure the Republican nomination as well.

PLAYBOY: The Arabs don’t know
that.

PLAYBOY: Sans the inevitable Ralph Nader
appearance and whatever pot smoking
cross dressing libertarian shows up, you’d
essentially be running uncontested.

Obama: What?!

Obama: I think we can win

Obama: I’m actually going to be
running as vice president as well.
That way, when I’m impeached for
incompetence due to my total lack of
experience, I’ll be able to take over.

PLAYBOY: With a name change you’d be a
shoe in.
Obama: Because it sounds like ‘Osama’.
Good one, I’ve never heard that one.

		

Obama: ‘Ammo’ has two M’s.

PLAYBOY: Have you chosen a
running mate?

PLAYBOY:

are the biggest challenges that face
our country?Obama: Finding a corn
dog for less than $3.00. This whole
E85 idea is a bunch of crap.
PLAYBOY: Are you referring to the
fact that it takes almost 50 billion
gallons of water to produce a gallon
of ethanol?
Obama: No, I really like corn dogs.

What would you say
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stash zyka

Departments

!

We got some champion copy for you this quarter folks. You’ll be damn glad you “subscribe” to
this satirical e-mag. And as always, just mention
something from my column, and you can drink
all the beer you want whenever you’re at my
place, gratis of course, and lots of it too, except
for the few of you who have a serious problem,
present company included.
For starters, this month, I drank the same beer
the Pope did, and so can you. It’s called Monty
Python’s Holy Grail Ale. It’s not a joke, well it was
a joke, but I’m not joking about it. Black Sheep
Brewery produced the venom to commemorate
the 30th Anniversary of the film. Then, during a
moment of Grail Ale indiscretion, the Archbishop
of York, John Sentamu, deliver a bottle to Vatican City as a gift for the Partying Pontiff. It had
nothing to do with Glastonbury or Christ’s chalice, but that lush, The Honorable Joey Ratz,
swilled it like it was an Elixir of the Fourth Reich
just the same.
I’ve had so many great beers in the past few
months that I wouldn’t know where to start if I
was asked to recommend some. And no one I
know would be stupid enough to ask me, knowing that I couldn’t shut up about it. But being
too daft and stubborn to adhere to the common
sense I just typed, let me begin. Schell’s Firebrick is a great example of a Vienna Style Ale (of
which you’ll see few), and it’s from MN, so props
to New Ulm for representing old school. And
as some would say, it may be one of their only
drinkable labels. Bring back the Double Bock in
the twenty-two ouncers -- godammit!
Also, and appy polly loggy for being Johnny
Come Lately on this one, but New Glaris’ Spotted Cow kicks some serious tailberries. I can’t
get it where I’m calling from, but I do indulge
		

on my runs home. It’s reassuring to know that
Sconie isn’t exclusively populated by rednecked jackasses, just the Hudson area.
Another beer I’ve been digging is Sam Adams
Scotch Ale, along with a few other Scotch Ales,
Burning Skye from Empyrean and the one from
Brau Brothers, once again out of MN -- population 220 – Lucan represent! The premise of
Scotch Ale is that it is made with barley that is
roasted with peat, just like they do for the scotch
whiskies. This gives it a mild smoky favor with a
bite at the end, like a bunny furred rattle snake.
But that’s all come to an end my friends. I’ve
boarded the bus that drinks seasonally. I like the
changes, and I am able to keep up, learn more,
and drink a lot, a helluva lot. Drinking seasonal
beers is an excellent excuse for buying more
beer, or brewing more of you own, or both, so
let us be off to explore these two subjects. What
is in season right now? Whatever you can quaff
during the heat of the day and drink as a session beer in the cool of the evening, whether
you’re fishing or fighting, beer is perfect for the
occasion.
I’m not a huge fan of wheat beers, especially the
ones filtered through someone’s muddy fingers
with hints and chunks of anise, but many of the
more restrained versions are growing on me. I
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[Zymurgy Parvenu cont.]
like to drink them out of a fluted beer glass that holds about 6 ounces. I have no idea why this is. I
picked up some old Michelob ones at an antique shop for a couple bucks, irony and nostalgia. They
work like duct tape. But I’ll press my gums to nearly any golden ale, or pale ale that isn’t riparianly
hoppy – Agent Orange that mutter! I’ve been avoiding most mass-market lagers due to their lack of
character, and most underground pilsner due to the excessive Saaz hopping. But lighter for me it is,
unless I’m small-talking around a campfire with cigars to hold back the bugs, then I’m leaning toward
a rich, sweet stout, fat ass porter, an Abbey -- double or triple -- or a restrained barley wine. But don’t
smoke the cigar while you are drinking. It will nuke you palate just like A2M.
Let’s talk about what I am brewing now. I wanted to do something summertime, and I should have,
but my brewing schedule happened to have me cooking up Friday night, Friday the 13th that is. Furthermore, I counted my brewing notes and realized that it was going to be my 13th batch. Oh Christ!
Now I’m not superstitious, and neither was Christ for all I know, but I still try to avoid those odd coincidences that generations of paranoid loons have noted might augur poorly, so let the cock crow.
Now, instead of firing up something light and fruity, I fell back on my old standard, my brown ale;
however this time I wanted to augment the mouthfeel by adding some oats to the boil and accentuate the malt’s sweetness with a dab of maple syrup. This did not end well. For what ever reason, the
yeast wasn’t reacting as it normally does, i.e. not fermenting, i.e.e. no booze, so I aerated it, added
more yeast, aerated it again, re-added more yeast and re-aerated it. Good people of the pint, this
is the truth, it was upon that final aeration that I dropped the glass carboy and watched 5 gallons of
brown soul juice go straight down the drain and all over the mutterfecking countertop. Goddamn the
Witches of Black Friday!
Undeterred, but patently frightened, I purchased a new carboy (plastic) and a new kit (a summery
golden ale). To augur well, and as a tip of the hat to the few remaining gods who must love me, I
brewed this summer ale on the Solstice, adding a pinch or two of coriander, a toss of orange peel
and a glob of clover honey, and eyes of newt. I’m happy to say that this little lover took to the yeast
like dogs in heat, howling vociferously throughout the days and nights. I can’t wait to drink it. I just
hope bottling goes well.
Next Issue: Trail of Beers: My beer trek across Iowa – two cities, six brew pubs, 47 samples, 8 pints,
5 stolen coasters, too many appetizers, not enough fiber. Good times.
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The Music Corner: Kung Fu Mike
Departments

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Artist

Song

Album

Chris Koza
Death Cab for Cutie
Ed Harcourt
Langhorne Slim
The Star Spangles
Supergrass
Tapes 'n Tapes
Albert Hammond Jr.
Delta Spirit
Ed Ackerson
R.E.M.
Retribution Gospel Choir
Someone Still Loves You Boris Yeltsin
The Dirt Bombs
The M's
The Alarmists
Elvis Costello
Foals
Mason Jennings
The Dynamiters
The Fratellis
White Denim
Wye Oak
Young Knives
The Black Keys
Black Kids
Frightened Rabbit
Elbow
Martha Wainwright
The Raconteurs
The Small Cities
Eliza Gilkyson
Weezer
The Wombats
No Age
Wolf Parade
Spiritualized
War on Drugs
Coldplay
The Kooks
The Wedding Present
My Morning Jacket
The Last Shadow Puppets
We Are Scientists
Alejandro Escovedo

The Avalon
Long Division
Whirlwind in D Minore
Rebel Side of Heaven
Angela
Diamond Hoo Ha Man
Headshock
GfC
Trash Can
Little White Lie
Living Well Is the Best Revenge
For Her Blood
Glue Girls
Ever Lovin' Man
Big Sound
You're Right
No Hiding Place
Balloons
Fighter Girl
Do the Do as Your Told
My Friend John
Let's Talk About It
Warning
Fit 4 U
I Got Mine
I'm Not Going to Teach Your Boyfriend…
Fast Blood
The Bones of You
You Cheated Me
Old Enough
Fargo
Runaway Train
Pork and Beans
Moving to New York
Cappo
California Dreamer
Soul On Fire
Taking The Farm
Violet Hill
Down to the Markets
Spiderman on Hollywood
Touch Me I'm Going To Scream Pt. 2
Age of the Understatement
After Hours
Always A Friend

Dark Delirious Morning
Narrow Stairs
Beautiful Lie
Langhorne Slim
Dirty Bomb
Diamond Hoo Ha
Walk it Off
¿Cómo Te Llama?
Ode to Sunshine
Ed Ackerson
Accelerate
Retribution Gospel Choir
Pershing
We Have You Surrounded
Real Close Ones
(sampler CD)
Momofuku
Antidotes
In The Ever
White Label (7")
Here We Stand
Let's Talk About It (ep)
If Children
Superabundance
Attack and Release
Partie Traumatic
The Midnight Organ Fight
The Seldom Seen Kid
I Know You're Married, but I've Got Feelings Too
Consolers Of The Lonely
The Small Cities [ep]
Beautiful World
The Red Album
A Guide to Love, Loss & Desperation
Nouns (W/Book) (Dig)
At Mount Zoomer
Songs in A&E
Wagonwheel Blues
Viva La Vida
Konk
el Ray
Evil Urges
Age of the Understatement
Brain Thrust Mastery
Real Animal
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Khaos Konventional Wisdom
Departments

PAGEANTRY

TRAGEDY

ANARCHY

Olympic Gold
Taking Public Funds
Robert Mondavi
Riding a Harley
Redwood State Park
Rose Garden Shag
Quaffing Summer Ale
Bombing Iraq
EURO 2008
A Pickled Gizzard
Georgia on my mind

Olympic Iron Pyrite
Shunning Public Funds
Robert Mugabe
Riding w/o Barley
Deadwood State Park
Rose Tequila Jag
A Quiff & Summer Ale
Bombing Iran
EURO 1945
A June Blizzard
Georgia Bulldogs

Olympic Adamantium
Defiling Public Funds
Robert Creek, IA
Riding a Harvey
Redwood State Pen
Rose half in-the-bag
Queefing Summer Ale
Bombing Israel
EURO 1914
A Burk Wizard
Georgia in the U.S.S.R.

Lids Convert to Christian Rock
After nearly a decade of playing coffee houses,
indie record stores and chicken coops smaller
than most people’s kitchen, the alt-country-rock
band The Lids have had an epiphany. “You just
sell more frigging records if you have this Jesus
message.” Those are the words of lead singer
John Fleshman. “It wasn’t like we found the light,
or the path, or kicked drugs, we just needed to
eat and a new van. It was like do you want to do
more more gigs in the back of cafés, or sell out
one of those megachurches. No brainer really.”
And sell out they have, as their first single “Jesus is my Lord” has gone triple-platinum and
earned them top marks nearly everywhere internationally. So the question remains, how can
a band not influenced by some invisible force,
set down such compelling melodies and lyrics?
		

by Stash Zyka
Features
“We basically just play what would Jesus play,
if you know, he like came back here today, but
not as part of the final battle, and had a Fender
in his apartment. What message would he want
to send out to his followers to get them amped
up and ready to recruit? So there is that, and
we’ve tried to talk about getting laid as little as
possible.” Here are the lyrics to their mega-hit.
  
Jesus is my Lord
by The Lids (2008)
I tell you Jesus is my Lord
you can read it on the back of my car
I also have him there as a fish
and in the words of John-three-one-six
[continue page 18]
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stash zyka

Departments
Fourth Installment Cousin
It’s no secret that fans of Artificial Khaos are music lovers - do Germans hide in the woods? This
column intends to assist the average AK reader in understanding the nuances of our modern day
rock poets. Thanks for all the emails on last quarter’s article. There is absolute no way I’d write this
stupid shit, if it wasn’t for your encouragement.
I chose this quarter’s song because I just heard it on the radio and am still flashing back from some
late 90s acid. I see a cheap kitchen table, a purple 20 sided die, and two Orcs thrashing down the
stairs with battle axes. God save the king. Be gone!
Ramble On
by Led Zeppelin
…flute or oboe and bongo drums or a finger tapping…
Leaves are falling all around,			
It’s time I was on my way.				
Thanks to you, I’m much obliged			
For such a pleasant stay.				

(in Muggleville)
(to the Weasleys’ residence)
(Albus Dumbledore)
(not!)

But now its time for me to go,			
The autumn moon lights my way.			
For now I smell the rain,				
And with it pain,					
And its headed my way.				
Ah, sometimes I grow so tired,			
But I know I’ve got one thing I got to do, 		

(back to Hogwarts)
(Diagon Alley)
(Avada Kedavra)
(scar on forehead)
(Lord Voldemort)
(…of the Dursleys, particularly Uncle Vernon)
(play some Quidditch)

[Chorus]
Ramble on,						
(on my Nimbus)
And now the time, the time is now			
(avoid the Bludgers)
To sing my song.					
(and snatch the Snitch)
I’m goin’ round the world,				
(just got a Firebolt)
I got to find my girl, on my way.			
(Hermione)
I’ve been this way ten years to the day, ramble on,(metaphorically)
Gotta find the queen of all my dreams.		
(Hermione)
Got no time to for spreadin roots,			
The time has come to be gone. 			
And to our health we drank a thousand times,
Its time to ramble on.					

		

(don’t like Muggles)
(don’t like Squibs)
(Bertie Bott’s Every Flavour Beans)
(go to Grimmauld Place)
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[Anatomy cont.]
CHORUS
Mines a tale that can’t be told,			
My freedom I hold dear;				
How years ago in days of old			
When magic filled the air,				
Twas in the darkest depths of mordor		
I met a girl so fair,					
But gollum, and the evil one crept up		
And slipped away with her.				
Her, her....yea.					
Ain’t nothin’ I can do, no.				

(for less than 1.1 billion quid)
(to shop at Herods)
(Tom Marvolo Riddle)
(Salazar Slytherin)
(the Deathly Hallows)
(Hermione)
(the Death Eaters)
(Hermione)
(Hermione)
(except play some Quidditch)

The Ali G Interview wit [sic] Ted Koosler
Features

by Stash Zyka
Da Ali G: Yo, yo, yo. Big it up. I be Ali G, and I’m
here witz my main geezer, the one and only poet
laureate of the United States, mister Ted Kooser.
How is you?
Kooser: I am fine. Thank you. I should say that I
am not the one and only poet laureate of the United
States, since there have been 45 others, and I am no
longer the poet laureate, Charles Simic is.
Da Ali G: What? Was there a coup?
Kooser: No, no, nothing like that. The position is
supposed to rotate.
Da Ali G: So it was a peaceful transition?
Kooser: Yes, something like that.
Da Ali G: Is it true that you was chosen by the
president George W. Bush?

Kooser: No…I ahh…I don’t understand what you
are saying, why would it?
Da Ali G: You know becuz he’s a bit dense as far as
normal people go. Me sure he can’t read past a 4th
grade level, and so he picks you. It would be like
Elton John picking me for best shag. It’s one thing if
Posh does it, but EJ? C’mon, no way.
Kooser: Well, I can’t comment on that. The President
and his wife, Laura, have been very nice to me.
Da Ali G: It has been said that your poetry is
excessible. Is this becuz you use to many words?
Kooser: I believe what you mean is accessible. I
have been accused of that, welcomely, I should add.
Da Ali G: Wait. Is that even a word? Welcomely? Or
is you just going poetic on me?
Kooser: If it’s not a word it should be.

Kooser: Yes, that is correct.

Da Ali G: Are you using yous license with me?

Da Ali G: Does that make you feel a bit less of a
poet?

Kooser: I don’t know.
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Da Ali G: So you are accessible. How does that
makes you feel?

Da Ali G: If you was to put a value on my heads.
Kooser: A value? I can’t do that.

Kooser: I welcome it.

Da Ali G: So you are with the jews!

Da Ali G: Oh, dat was what you says. Wasn’t it?

Kooser: No.

Kooser: Yes.

Da Ali G: Let’s change the subject.

Da Ali G: Dey says that you is the first poet laureate
from the Midwest. Does you worry about offending
anyone because the region is so sensitive ethnically?

Kooser: Thank you!

Kooser: Nebraska is hardly sensitive ethnically. I
suppose the Czechs grumble from time to time about
the Irish, but who doesn’t?

Kooser: My favorite poem…

Da Ali G: You lost me. Is Nebraska a jihadist
organization?
Kooser: Not that I know of. It’s a state.

8 (2)

Da Ali G: What is your favoredest poem?

Da Ali G: No, your favoredest. Cuz, you know, I
might say me-Julie is my favorite lay, but then later, I
might tell my boyz in Stains that someone else is my
favoredest.
Kooser: My favorite poem is probably whatever one
I’ve last read that I’ve enjoyed.

Da Ali G: So they say.

Da Ali G: Tell Julie that!

Kooser: Yes.
Da Ali G: So do your poems tend to favor the jews or
the muslims?
Kooser: Neither that I know of. I don’t think I’m
following your line of questions.
Da Ali G: Its okay cuz I’m not following your line of
answers, but your people are evasive by nature, aren’t
they?

Kooser: I’m sorry, I don’t know Julie.
Da Ali G: Yo, yo, yo. Check yourself before you
wreck yourself. I be here witz my main geezer,
deposed poet laureate Ted Kooser. Yous got to know
something about poetry or else you lose yourself to
the Midwest. Big it up. Thanks you for being with us,
and Shabbat Shalom.
Kooser: Thank you.

Kooser: I don’t know what you are talking about.
Da Ali G: Have I offended you? Cuz I don’t want to
end up like Saladin Rashad.
Kooser: Salman Rushdie? How would you end up
like him?
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Apocrypher News Wire
Departments
Bastards of Omaha and 40 Years of
the Wafflehouse
The first to year 40 is
the achievement of Dr.
Robert Loeffelbein (aka
The Wafflehouse). He
was roasted in style with
an acoustic tribute band
composed of three mostly
handsome and somewhat
tall raconteurs. The party
was hosted by none other
Shanghai City Escape
than The Huskyboy. An
Despite well worn entire pig was roasted
efforts to boycott in a Cuban-Chinese box
the Olympics in made of metal and wood.
China this Summer, The Bastards played a tight set of mostly cover
our ace reporter songs. The night was complete d with drunken
from Hudson, WI Karaoke and nearly missed hook-ups. Next to
was in Shanghai this milestone is Mr. Andrew Sweet. The Basinvestigeting a ru- tards start practice next week.
mor of a sequal to
Black Rain, the Mi- Greenlake Couple Tie Knot
chael Douglas ve- A well known local Sehicle with the super attle couple got marsad ending. A lead ried in the Fremont
could not be found area July 5th. The fesin time for press. Our reporter ran out of Ameri- tivities went off withcan money and is waiting for a transfer from the out a hitch. Plenty of
pharmacists
home office in Seattle. We will wait until after drunk
abound
as
the open
the election to send for him. One less vote for
bar wedding continues to amaze. This was also
Senator McCain.
the debut of the A&E True Hollywood Story InPhoto Contest Fiasco
vestigative Unsloved Dateline Mystery - How
The Doctor Gonzo Photographer Extravagan- Brett Met Chelsea. Written and directed by the
za started as a marvelous idea and fell slowly groom Brett Markle. Check out this fascinating
into apathy. As many as 10 photographers from piece of pop culture at http://www.artificialkhaos.
around the country began the contest. None had com/Film/media.htm in the Feature Length and
the merit or stamina to make it more than two Short films section. Congratulations to the happy
month. One photo a month was too strenuous. couple.
Stash Zyka in his delusion has decided to continue the contetst with two participants.
Ballard Man v. Toilet
A well known Ballard man
recently described a story in
which is cell phone fell out of
the front pocket of his shirt
into his toilet. There were no
witnesses at the event but
plenty of speculation as to why he was leaning
over his toilet with and exposed front pocket.
Call to the the victim were not returned. Apparently because his phone was in the toilet.
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Snap Shots
Departments

High Times Campground

Libertarian Uber Alles

The Notorius V.I.G Top Ten List
Departments

Top Ten Xbox Games That Never
Made it to Market
10. Lego Gooch: The Legend of Wasilla
9. Grand Theft Auto V: Fargo
8. Tom Clancy’s Splinter Cell Guards Gitmo
7. Star Wars: Yoda Pledges Phi Beta Kappa
6. Age of Empires IV: The Bush Administration
5. Flute Hero III
4. MLB 2K8: A-Rod’s Broke
3. The Sims 3: Hillary Takes Office
2. Madden 2009: Mike Vicks Dog Fight
1. Super Mario Sluts

[Lids cont.]

Jesus is my Lord
and Jesus can be yours
cuz Jesus was born to forgive
all you liberals and commie pigs
You know that Jesus is my Lord
I have his image on my crucifix
an this message on my wrist
tell me what would Jesus think of this
Jesus is my Lord
and Jesus can be yours
cuz Jesus was born to forgive
all you liberals and commie pigs
I’m singing that Jesus is my Lord
And he’s helping us fight this war
so all American’s can be free
from sea to shining sea
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Jesus is my Lord
and Jesus can be yours
cuz Jesus was born to forgive
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The Khaos Klassifieds
Internet Links

Departments

Ricochet Biscuit
http://www.ricobiscuit.com/
Retrofitted Designs
http://www.retrofitteddesigns.com/
Lit Rag
www.litrag.com
Artificial Khaos Productions presents the
new face of Khaos. Check out the newly
designed web site. A new media section
collects most of our film and video projects in one convenient place. Enjoy.
Click on graphic teleport.

Aj Rathbun
www.ajrathbun.com
Elemental Studio
www.elementalstudio.com
Alex Doerffler Photography
link

Official Selection of the New Kingston
Film Festival
http://www.birdbathradio.com/

BUY THIS BOOK
[click image to link}

Battleship! Battleship! Battleship! is a story
of two salty, bitter sailing veterans continuing
their sparring off the high seas via the board
game Battleship, and relates their efforts to
enlist (or is it corrupt?) two young players to
continue the conflict. Admiral Ships and Salvatore T. Doggmeister started the game. Will
Dalton and Craig finish it? Or be consumed
by it? With Jeremy Holt, Brett Markle, Craig
Schapiro, and Andy Sweet. Written, directed,
edited by Brad Kosel. Original music by Tales
from the Birdbath and Brett Markle.
CONGRATULATIONS

Send Classified advertisements to the Editor. They
will be run free of charge. There is a 25 word limit.

		

“This sophomore, no-budget effort from
Artificial Khaos Films has more twists than
Moby’s Dick and more ballast than Shelly
Winters” -J.A. Bunrath, film critic, LitRag
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